
1. To thread the sling, introduce the fabric through the middle of 
the both rings, passing the fabric again over the top ring and 
under the bottom ring; be sure that the fabric has no twists. 
Before each use, check that the fabric between the rings has no 
bunching or twists to get a good �t. 

2. Fit the Sling on you; it should be extend across chest like a 
sash, from shoulder to opposite hip. The rings should be just 
below your shoulder. There should be enough space between 
your body and the fabric to introduce the baby, 4 or 6 inches, it 
depends on the size of the baby. 

3. Start with baby in high-burping position on opposite shoul-
der of rings, holding it securely, so that its weight rests on your 
forearm, and your hand holds its thigh. Help yourself with the 
other hand to introduce the baby into the fabric. 

4. Stretch the fabric until the height of baby´s ear to support its 
head (babies less than 4 months). Sit baby on the gathered 
fabric of the sling, settling it in a seated, squat position. Knees 
should be at or above baby’s bottom. The buttocks of the baby 
should be supported on your body.

5. Spread out the fabric over your back and shoulder, to secure 
the confort of your neck and �nd the perfect �t. 

6. Tighten the fabric closer to the ring little by little, in several 
steps, radially, like the sun's beams, from top to bottom.

7. The buttocks of the baby should be above the line of your 
belly button, and your hip drawing an M with the highest 
knees.

QUOKKABABY RING SLING

The Quokkababy Ring Sling allows an easy and safe babywearing, in two ways: front 
and hip positions, from 6,6 lb to 39 lb. The Quokkababy Ring Sling adapts to the 
development of baby´s spine thanks to its �exible fabric.

Provides a good support to the head by adjusting point by point of the fabric.  Posi-
tion suitable for hip development, M-shaped, with knees higher than the buttocks

Cool Mesh Technical Fabric

Cool Mesh fabric helps keep you dry, providing maximum comfort for you and your 
baby. It allows the pass of air, becoming it in the ideal carrier for summer. It can also 
be used to take a bath in the pool or the beach, thanks to its breathable and 
quick-drying mesh fabric.

Antibacterial threatment

Moisture and body heat are the ideal medium for the proliferation of bacteria. The 
Cool Mesh technical fabric has an antibacterial treatment certi�ed by Centerbac Ag® 
which prevents the development and reproduction of bacteria, mold and mites 
obtaining a safe fabric and taking care of your baby skin. It is accredited with the 
OEKO TEX Standard 100® quality standard.

Sling Rings

Quokkababy Sling Rings has been draft with aluminum lightweight rings manufac-
tured in the USA, where they ful�ll exhaustive quality controls. They are designed 
speci�cally for babywearing, lead-free and nickel-free.

Composition and Washing instructions:

Measures: 2 m x 0.70 m.
Composition: 100% Polyester.

Washing instructions: Machine wash maximum 40Cº. Do not use bleach. Do not use 
dryer. Iron at minimum temperature. It is recommended to insert the rings in a sock 
during washing to prevent damage to the washing machine.

Made in Spain by QuokkaBaby C.B. 
CIF: E87824645 
C/ Valcarlos 35 Portal B 1ºB 28050 Madrid (Spain)


